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NEVADA NON-COMPETITIVE DAY AFTER STATISTICS

OFFERS FILED 6  
OFFERS REJECTED 2  
OFFERS RETURNED FOR CORRECTION 0

PARCELS AVAILABLE FOR NCO 103  
PARCELS RECEIVING OFFERS 4  
% PARCELS RECEIVING OFFERS 3.77%  
PARCELS RECEIVING MULTIPLE OFFERS 2

ACRES AVAILABLE FOR NCO 189,853.94  
ACRES RECEIVING OFFERS 9,164.32  
% ACRES RECEIVING OFFERS 4.27%  

TOTAL RENTAL COLLECTED (All Parcels) $21,735.00  
RENTAL FEES RETAINED $14,577.50  
FILING FEES COLLECTED $2,490.00  
TOTAL FEES RETAINED $17,067.50  
TOTAL DEPOSIT $17,067.50  
REFUND $7,157.50